
GCH3 Run# 2266 Hash Trash 

Hare: Bent Banana 

Location: 24 Maryland Avenue, Carrara 

Theme: Sir Point Two Memorial Run 

Sir Ferrett, Truckie and myself arrived at Bent Banana’s mansion to find a plethora of hash cars 

parked neatly on his front lawn. Kwakka and Hard On handled the sign on procedure where it was 

noted that some long missing hashers including Toad and Missing Link were present for the run. The 

Covid Hashers were also present for what was Covid Hash Run #75. 

At 6pm GM Commander Head called the pack to order and Bent Banana gave the instructions for 

the run and walk. The runners and walkers headed off together before meeting the first obstacle, a 

closed gate on his neighbour’s property, which took some time to negotiate. Once through the 

property the pack headed towards the run/walk split which in this case involved a three-way split for 

a run/men’s walk/Carefree walk. Is this going to be a new thing on the Hash? The walker’s trail 

headed across the road at the lights into Chisholm Rd before turning into Marble Drive and Tivoli 

Court. From there it was through some bush at the back of houses to the Golf course before passing 

through KDV Sports and back to the traffic lights crossing into Lakeview Drive and back home. The 

walk was 4.2 km and a well-set trail. The runners trail was also well marked and came in at 7.3km. 

Back at the run site the pack mingled and consumed chips and refreshments waiting for the nosh to 

start. Bent Banana was busy in the kitchen with the food preparation. Entrée was a very tasty 

tomato soup with crusty bread sticks. For mains Truckie stepped in to help Bent Banana serve a 

sweet and sour chicken with rice. Sir Botcho and Sir Ferrett assisted with the dishing out of dessert 

which was ice cream with fresh sliced strawberries.   

GM Commander Head called the pack to order for the circle. After some tech issues and calls of 

‘why are we waiting’ from the pack, the GM led a New Orleans style funeral procession to the circle. 

The GM then handed over to the RA Shat, newly promoted to Cardinal for the night, who called on 

members to provide anecdotes on Sir Point Two’s life. 

Sir Botcho recalled the time he was drinking with Sir Point Two and suggested he should nominate 

for the Sydney Marathon running the full Olympic course of 42.2km. It was noted that he trained 

diligently for the event and also ran a number of City to Surf runs.   

Miscarriage recalled that when he joined the hash in the mid 90’s the hash was sometimes a 

competitive event, particularly the Indy Runs involving Sir Point Two and Toad.  He noted Sir Point 

Two had also been involved on the organising Committee for Aussie Nash Hash 99 on the Gold 

Coast. Sir Point Two had also been Miscarriage’s campaign manager on one of his unsuccessful tilts 

at Council. Miscarriage also remembered an extended stay at Sir Point Two’s where the fridge was 

always full of VB and for some reason boiled eggs were a staple at breakfast.  

Sir Jo recalled Sir Point Two’s desire to move interstate after selling his house at Labrador. Sir Jo 

convinced him that this was not a good idea and after he had stayed at Sir Jo’s weekender at 

Warwick, he had bought the house next door. BBQs were memorable events involving much 

socialisation with food a secondary thought. 

The circle was then handed back to the GM. Hare Bent Banana was called to the circle. Toad was 

also called out and asked if he remembered when he had last served on committee. The GM has this 

information readily available due to the never-ending series of laminated cards attached to his pole.  



Exelpet gave the run report and rated it a solid 8.5/10.  

Aussie gave the walk report and rated it a 9/10.  

Fanny Charmer gave the nosh report and rated it 7.5/10. He is said to be saving the best figures for 

his own nosh. 

Down Downs for Bent Banana and Toad.  

Miscarriage wall called to the circle on remarking that he had gotten lost on trail and probably ran 

17km on the night. 

Returning runners Hal Al and Missing Link were called to the circle.  

Down Downs for Hal Al, Missing Link and Miscarriage. 

GM handed the circle to RA Shat. 

Cum Smoke, who had arrived late for the run, came into the circle and proceeded to explain the 

workings of his deWALT heated jacket. 

Charges from the Circle 

Magician fresh from ignoring the GM at his favourite coffee joint was called into the circle for not 

pulling over for the GM. 

Brewtus was called in to the circle by Miscarriage for over achieving on the run, in particular shining 

his torch on his back as he ran past.   

Down Downs for Brewtus and Miscarriage.  

Carefree called out VD in to the circle. Seems that Carefree bought a new seat for his bike and VD 

had asked if he could have the old one. Carefree noted that VD had recently purchased a new 

Mercedes AMG A 35 and aspersions were cast as to an alternative meaning for those initials AMG. 

Prick of the Week 

Banana Bender, the current holder, stepped up and said he would have given it to the hasher who 

stole his beers last week however he still doesn’t know who that is. 

He then recounted the story of the photo that was taken with himself and Slug last week and sent to 

the Pattaya Hash. He thought the photo made him look old. The Pattaya hashers amongst us miss 

the ‘You handsome man, you not old, you young’ expression that bar girls say so convincingly in Asia. 

He then cast his eyes around the circle for the photographer and called in Mad Mike who pleaded 

innocence as the culprit. 

And the winner is Mad Mike. 

A late charge from the circle came from S Bends who called in Foxtrot Oscar and Badger into the 

circle. Casting his mind back to the ‘Beer is a Spirit’ days as booze master, he noted the substitution 

of ginger beer ‘lolly water’ for real beer in the Down Down drinks. 

Down Downs for Foxtrot Oscar and Badger. 

 

 



Cumming Events  

Mackay H3 40 Years of Hashing - 24th to 26th September 2021.  

Gympie H3 40 years of Hashing - 8th to 10th October 2021. 

Slab noted the postponement of Aussie Nash Hash Adelaide to 25-27 March 2022. 

Next’s Week Run 

Hare: Sir Ferrett 

Sir Ferrett’s Birthday Bash 

Venue: Car Park, 111/135 Christine Ave, Burleigh Waters 

Circle closed by Bent Banana. 

Never let the truth interfere with a good story. 

On On, 

Slug 

 


